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ABSTRACT

A theoretical formulation of the density of states for random binary alloys is examined

based on a mean field treatment. The present model includes both diagonal and off-diagonal dis-

order and also short-range order. Extensive results are reported for various concentrations and

compared to other calculations.
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I- IWTKOPUCTION

During the last decades improved experimental techniques have

allowed extensive reports on alkali-metal based random binary al-

loys £1-73.Since their attracting structures considerable attention

has been devoted to the study of their electronic states (metal-in-

sulator transition, conductivity, . . . ) . Usually theories involving

an effective medium treatment,such Coherent Potential Approximation

(CPA) techniques CB-1O3 which although satisfactory for describing

many features of random alloys has a number of shortcomings. Proba-

bly the most significant is its inability to account for local atomic

configuration *nd its inability to describe the localization

properties Induced by disorder.

Therefore the need to go beyond the single-site CPA has been

felt fro* long time [9,101. Indeed the effects of random clustering

are expected to be significant but the incorporation of off-diagonal

disorder inherent in any realistic model and short -range order due

chemical clustering tendencies Implies the extension of the single-

site CPA.

In this context, various approaches have been put forward to

generalize the CPA in incorporating both off-diagonal and short-

range order [11, 12]. Calculations based on these suggestions suffer

from main drawbacks! the "correct" formulations are often intracta-

ble and simplified approximations lead to unphysical averaged Green

function.

It is the purpose of this paper via a new formalism recently

proposed by one of us C131 using the tight-binding approach of Bethe

lattice method to study the electronic density of states < DOS ) of

substitutional random alloys in the dilute limit,i.e. very low con-

centrations. He extend this formalism to all concentrations and im-

prove it in using an appropriate distribution of the self-energy in

one-cluster atom approximation. This method Includes effects of lo-

cal correlations between neighbours atoms by Introducing a short -

range order <8RO> parameter. Extensive results of DOS are discussed

in comparison with other calculations.

II- FORMALISM OF DOS

We consider a random substitutional binary alloys A B formed
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of two types of atoms A and B and where x denotes the cone en -

tration. The electronic properties may be obtained from the Anderson

one-elactron orw-band tight-binding Hamiltonian i

v (1)

the sites <i> forming a periodic lattice. Here |i> describes the

atomic orbital on mite i and the disorder is usually introduced by

assuming that the sites energies lc/> *nd the hopping matrix

elements <v\ > are random variables given by the following joint

probability distributions i

(2)

i " V *«!"., I - *„> o>

Ma shall be interested In determining the alloy density of

states which may be written in terms of the components of the par -

tial densities of states n (E) and n <E> as follow i

n<E) » M n (E) + <l-x> n^lE)

where the quantities n <E> and n (E) are given by •

nA(E) - ± i Im < GAA<E?is) J - + i In <<iA|< E*is

<<•>

- H>"*|iA> >

(5-a)

n <E) = ± i Im i I. t<i-|< ETi. - H)-'|iB>

<3-bJ

Here S, stands for the site diagonal matrix elements of the one -

particle Breen function In the tight-binding basis. S (z) may be

expanded in the form I

Q
(6)

with •

and

(z - - (z -

a 5.. (8)

Interacting eq. Ci> and using eqs. (5) and (6) enables one to re-

write G..(z> in the following way I

Qu<z) - (9)

Here S^z) denotes the self-energy associated to the state |i> and

its renormalized perturbation series is given by •

"J
(1O)

8 standing for the self-energy of state \i> for a path in which

the lattice site 1 has bean removed and is defined similarly to

S. (z).The density of states is related to the average site diagonal

Green function of the binary alloy i

(I-*) G".

with

(11)

(IB)

denoting the partial Sreen function associated to either an A

or B atom occupies the lattice i.

In the present description of random binary alloy A B the

random atomic lavaIs take one of the 8 possible values £^ » -w and

c » w If an atom of type A or B respectively occupies the lattice

site 1. The hopping integrals V^ can take threw values V A A-
V
A B~

 V, A

and V depending on the nature of the atom occupying the lattice

sites i and j.

Because of the computational complexities which occur in stud-

ies involving the properties of realistic disorder systems,workers



use a Bethe lattice to approximate the underlying structure of

the Mtirial undar consideration.The usual justification is the as-

sertion that sine* tha impurity modes are localized, hence only the

local environment is significant. Since the Bethe lattica preserves

tha constellation of nearest neighbour atoms, it nay be u n d as a

description of tha structural basis. Randoa Bathe alloys CIS] , and

the study of the electronic structure of seaiconductors by scans of

tha Bethe lattica has * long tradition and ths application have been

shown powerful CIS,16].

Taking advantage of the particular topology of the Beth* lat-

tice, namely the absence of closed loops,tha self-energy reduces to t

AA
v1
A*

s =
E - , -

E - * -

E - * -
(14)

where Z.. is the number of J atoms surrounding and i atom and the

set <S<j)> is defined by i

B * -
A

s" -
A

E - , A - <

Z» V2

AA AA
E , A - - »

<AV.A

AS Al

E - r . -

E - £ -

Z* V*as • •

i

i

(15)

(17)
E - * - E - * -

E - •*- < E - s-
(18)

where 7T describes tha average number of B-atoes descendants of

an A-ato* that has a B (A) parent along the Bethe lattice paths.The

quantities 2.. and z"1*1 say be substituted by their average

i -e. •

value,

(19)

z;;*a<z;;*>-Plj(Z-i) . Pi. K (ao)
where Z is the coordination nuaber and K the connectivity constant.

At this stage we have to introduce approximations in order

to handle these general equations. Therefore we consider the situa-

tion where S^ - S^ and ^ - S^ .The set of equations (X - Y) may be

treated self-consistently. The probabilistic definitions of the site

energies and tha aatrix eleaants
.
C eqm. S and 3 ) implies

that the self-energies are also defined by probability density dis-

tributions. In the present treatment we consider a self- consistent

approximation as usual i

P_(S.} -

j"i
(81)

where the self-energies at a given site are statistically indepen -

dent random variables. Froa the particular topology of the Bethe

lattice, S. is independent of the variables c. and v\. and thus i

we get the following expressions of the Fourier transforms P (t)

and PB (t> i

f i t v2 , l

. %<B.> -«p[- E c "B ) J

• f ^

- x)
it V* 1̂" J

At this stage we have not been able to make any use of tha
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tione and so we are looking for solutions lass general. In tha fol-

lowing treatment we make use of a mean field approximation, i.e. we

consider that the probability distributions P <S ) and P <S ) are

strongly peaked around their mean valuas <S^> and <S > to be deter-

mined. Using tha integral definition of delta function •

CD
i * V

(85)
LtX

dt

and expanding aquations <7> and <8> yields I

* * 6(SA~

.+« <&&>

d 8 */. M/ll

with •

E - * - S
AS* AS*

(89)

<3O>

describing tha partial Green's function associated to either an fl-

atoa or B-ato«. The partial DOB aay be expended as I

V E ) • ff »•

<1-K)
(31)

"V V CS7>

where I

Z V1

E -

z v'

where tha mean valuas <8 > and <S > are tha solutions of the aqua-

tions <15 - 18).

At this staga, Ma are now in a position to Invastigata tha den-

sity of states of disordered systaa on a Bethe lattice.The partial

densities of states are related to the average diagonal Green's func-

tion of the binary alloy by using the self-energy probability dis-

tributions given by aqs. <E6) and (27) t

,_. 1n <E) - —1 T— la <l-x>g x M-x)*

- B' E -

xx-i(l-ic>

where the quantities

defined by eq.(28).

_JJL_} (32)

(i- 0, , i) are tha expressions

b/ Bhort-Ranaa Order rurimtlf JL

The striking difference batwaan aaorphous and crystalline mm—

terials provides a strong demonstration of tha primacy of the short-

range order <SRO) in determining the basic nature of their proper -

ties. In particular tha change with chemical coapDsitlon in tha

electronic properties has bean attributed to tha establishment of a

Mall defined BRO, for instance alkali-metals doped with gold and sil-

ver or amorphous transition metal alloys can be checked experimen-

tally by diffraction measurements Ce(3,63.

From a theoretical point of view, including BRO in disordered

alloys remains a challenge C17-213.The most used theory describing

electronic properties of disordered alloys Is tha Coherent-Po-

tential Approximation (CPA) [8,9,151.Despite of Its many appreciated

properties, the CPA approach fails In handling parameters such as

8R0. Going beyond these limitations, several theories have been put
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forward C19-213,at the cost of H I M computationally efforts.Me pro-

p o w h»r« An BxtMnftion of th« prwious ivctlon including SRO by an

analytic method.

Towards this end the description of SRO, or equivalantly the

lack of randomness in the number of like or unlike nearest neigh -

bours around a given atom, may be parametrized by new variables,

nasaly the short range order parameter o and the probability
_

of

a j-atoa being next to a i-atom. a and p^ are chosen to be related

similarly to Brouers et al. CIS], i.e. i

<33)

P M - <l-x> + x a I

The range of possible values of o is >

- <1-K>

x
1-x

1-H

a S 1

< <r £ 1

for x <

for x

E <3S)

(36)

The negative values correspond to ordering, a - O to complete disorder

and positive values to segregation. Under this scheme, the pro-

bability distribution for site energies transforms as I

V V

(37)

.. - V_ > +

the equations -for self-energies as •

K p V" K p V*
3

E - « - 8 E - * -

(38)

(39)

a" 8.

Using the same mean field treatment as previously yields for the

partial density of states i

*A - v E - -A - •;•
-* Z

P P
HAA PA1

"X1 E - * - S' X >
(41)

P.>
E-l )

, i- O, ,

- ^ I
- « - 8'"' /

(4S)E -

where the set t S^^, i- O, , z > appearing in the denominator

has been calculated in taking into account the parameter o via eqs.
(15 - 16) and (S8>.

Ill- RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION

In this section, we have reported our results for the den-

sity of states (DOB) of Bethe lattice for both cases diagonal and

off-diagonal disorder, the latter parametrized by V. - f, v f where

(B depending on the occupation of site 1.re t. is equal to (^ or
i.

Here the constant V is taken as our unit of energy.We have restricted

ourselves without loss of generality to Z - 4 in order to coe-

pare our data with other theories.

a/ Random systems <g-Q) j.

a-t/ Diananaj disorder i.

Fig.l shows with diagonal disorder only. We have examined

the case «A> - e^« 1.7 for the concentrations x * 0.O1 and x - 0.1.

For the above parameters the bandwidth of ordered lattice

is 4 15. It is particularly observed that the curves for n(E) exhibit

some interesting features as well as the evolution of the struc-

tures as function of the concentration.liainly the CPA calculations
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(see Fig.l-b) fail in reproducing these structure* and th» discrep-

ancies are more effective in the regime of low-concentration.It is

wall established that CPA approach provides a poor description of

the minority band although it has son* bearing for the Majority band

191.

a-E/ Off-diagonal disorder t_

Ma hava considered a binary alloy with a puraly off-diagonal

disorder.We hava focussed our attantlon to tha caaa e — £ ^ O and

tA- O.8 and t, f 1-1. The alloy DOS n(E) for x- 0.3 is shown in Fig.

£ where Me also show results for the partial components n (E) (bro-

ken curve) and n^(E) (chain curve). Tha DOS present* a perfect sym-

metry around E « 0 . As expected tha DOS on A sites is concentrated

around tha origine while the states on tha B site* ara spread out

into tha centre of band.It should be noted a rather perfect similar-

ity from the renornalization-group approaches of d'ftlburquerque at

al. CS23.

b/ Short-Ranoe Order i

we introduce here the SRO parameter described previously to

determine tha DOS for different values of tha band energy parameter,

concentration and SRO parameter in random, ordered and segregation

regime*.

Fig.3 shows the DOS for x - O-*, * A • -* - -E in randoa bi-

nary alloys, i.e. tt » 0 (full curve) and in partially ordered

alloy, cr = —0.4 (broken curve). The main feature observed is *n in-

crease of the gap with increasing a and furthermore the structures

revealed in the DOS become more pronounced and appear located at

the same energies, namely E 3r —3 and E 2s 3. Such results are in agree-

ments with conclusions reached from other models calculations

[193.

Fig.4 describes the DOS for random binary alloys a - 0 (full

curve) and completely ordered binary alloys c« —1/3,(broken curve),

for a concentration x- O.BS while Fig.5 shows partial-fl DOS of bi-

nary alloys for different values of the BRO parameter corresponding

to segregation, c« O.S(full curve), random a • O (broken curve) and

partially ordered cr- O.S (chain curve), rtonte—Carlo simulations

based on the tight-binding method for the Bethe cluster modal using a

large N-clusters tl9J are efficient in producing more structures in

11
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the DOS mainly due to the large N-atoms cluster limit . However the

effect of Short-Range Order parameter on the DOS is similar to their

calculations in one-atom cluster case and mainly we obtain a DOS

more structured.

Finally, we have also examined the segregation case in Fig.6

for diagonal disorder with c - -*B « -1 and x » O.S. A Monte-Carlo

calculation based on a virtual crlstal approximation has been recently

proposed [21] for S, ?, 13 and 17-atoms cluster. By tha present

model wa reproduce their two first peaks at E - 1 and E - -1 correctly

while in their approach they have to go beyond 9-atoms cluster

to obtain a similar result.

IV- COWCLUStOW

Me have presented a new formulation of cluster Bethe lattice

method to calculate the density of electronic states of a random

substitutional binary a.lloys. Extensive results have been compared

to other calculations.This method yields more structures than other

ones for a one or small N-atoms cluster.To improve our modal we ha-

ve to include N—cluster atoms and distributions of real and imagin-

ary self-energies which is the subject of a forthcoming paper.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1

FIO. 2

Density of states for diagonal disorder (V-l) in the case

*A • "*B- -1-7 and K - 0.01 (full curve),x - o.i
(broken curve), a/ Present eethod , b/ CPA Method.

Density of states for non-diagonal disorder (V - O.64,
V*»' °'88 •™) V

n
mi-Bli i *A - «B - 0 and x - 0.3.Total

DOB (full curve), partial-A DOB (broken curve) and par-

tlal-B DOB (chain curve).

FI°- 3 Density of states for « - -* - -e, M - 0.4 and a dia-

gonal disorder V • 1. Randoe o - 0 (full curve) and par-

tially ordered a - -o.* (broken curvet.

n 8 - * Total DOB for x * O.E3 and *A - ~*B - -£-3 In diagonal

disorder (V- D.Randoa case o— O (full curve) and com-

pletely ordered case a » -1/3 (broken curve).

"P; 3 Partial -A DCS for diagonal disorder ( V - 1 ) and for

K- O.E, o m o.B (full curve), K - 0.4, a - O (broken

curve) and H • 0.6, a - -O.5 (chain curve).

FIO- P Total density of states for diagonal (V - 1) and segre-

gation case (c - -1) and for K - O.5 and * - - * - - ! .
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